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Advertising

#01) **Bickmore Gall Cure Cardboard Sign**: This heavy cardboard sign is the center section of what was originally a tri-fold advertising piece. The sign illustrates “Three good friends,” the man, the horse, and Bickmore Gall Cure ointment. The overall size is 30” x 22”. The sign has edge wear, a tear at the lower right edge, and the horse is missing his ears which are frequently damaged or missing. Complete examples of this have sold for over $500. Opening here for $10 and sure to be a graphic display piece for your office.

#02) **Dr. Daniels’ Glass Front Wooden Display Cabinet**: This early cabinet, c1890, is thought to be the first style of cabinet that Dr. Daniels’ produced. It has a curved wooden pediment with original black stenciling on the pediment and on the door. The stencil reads: **DR. DANIELS / WARRANTED / VETERINARY / MEDICINES.** The inside of the back wall also has an original stencil that reads: **THIS CASE IS THE PROPERTY / OF / DR. A. C. DANIELS’ / BOSTON, MASS / AND LOANED TO KEEP HIS MEDICINES.** Cabinet is totally original except for the glass. The original varnish has been lightly cleaned over the stencil only, to enhance its readability. The cabinet also retains its original lock and working key. 28” x 16 ½” x 5”. The last example, selling in the Rothman Collection auction brought $2100. We will open the bidding at $750 on this scarce and early survivor in a remarkable state of originality and condition.

#03) **Dr. Daniels’ Gall Cura Hanging Sign**: Very early cardboard sign with an early, drawn image of Dr. Daniels’ c1900. Dr. Daniels’ manufactured his veterinary remedies in Boston. The sign reads: **GALL CURA / JUST CURES / “NUF SED.”** The sign has an original grommet at the top center that was used to hang the sign in a store. The sign is 10 ½” x 15”. It is currently mounted in a frame and ready to hang. The condition is excellent overall with great graphics. It has had repair to tack holes near the corners from when the sign was probably tacked up and not hung. These small holes have been filled in to blend with the background and are not a distraction. I know of one other example in a private collection and I saw one on Ebay in the Spring that was in extremely poor condition. Dr. Daniels’ advertising is always desirable. Open this at $200.

#04) **Dr. Daniels’ Tip Tray**: Metal tray with scalloped edge and central lithographed image of three white horses. The outer edge reads: **DR. DANIELS’ HORSE & CATTLE MEDICINES.** 4 ¼” diameter. These advertising trays or “tip trays” were used by patrons, of bars and restaurants, to leave their gratuity. Hence the name. The condition of this example is marred by general dotted staining, however there is no reserve and it will sell to the highest bidder. Previous examples, in better condition, have sold in the $200-600 range so this is an opportunity to add this rare Dr. Daniels’ go-with to your collection at a modest price.

#05) **Gall Cure Collar Metal Sign**: Embossed sign for a superior harness collar that heals Galls on horses by way of better ventilation. 20” x 13 ½”. This Gall Cure horse collar was sold by J. Doerflein & Son, Cedar Grove, Indiana whose store is advertised at the bottom of the sign. The collar itself was produced by the Dorf-Morsbach Company of Cincinnati, Ohio. The condition of this sign is excellent. The blue color is strong and vibrant. There is very minor corner wear and a few fly specks of paint loss and that is it. This is one of two examples that I have sold previously and both brought over $300. We are opening it here at $100 and go from there.

#06) **Dr. Clayton’s Dog Remedies Paper Mache LIFESIZE Bulldog**: Life size advertising Bulldog made from Paper Mache and painted. Lettering on both sides of his back reads: **CLAYTON’S / DOG REMEDIES.** This was from Dr. Clayton of Chicago. I have recorded three examples selling at auction and have seen a handful of examples in collections and at antique shows over the years. I would guesstimate that ten (10) or so exist. The dog is 30” long, 15” tall, and 14” wide. I would have to say that every example I have ever seen has had some degree of repair and or re-painting. As you can imagine Paper Mache Dogs that are over 100 years old and were used in stores for display purposes probably took a beating and were tossed aside when their usefulness was done. They are extremely dramatic in a display and even non-veterinary collectors like them. This example has had the lettering on his back redone and his overall paint has been touched up. His colors and pattern (brown over white) are very close to other dogs I have seen with what I thought was “original paint” or mostly original paint. With an advertising piece such as this, you will never find one in perfect condition so the question becomes does he appeal to me and what value do I place on that appeal. I have had a Clayton Dog for over 20 years and he is sitting above the computer staring at me as I type this. I have always valued them in the $2000-3000 range depending on their originality and “LOOK.” The consigner has requested a $1000 reserve so that is the starting bid. **MANY ADDITIONAL PHOTOS WILL BE ON THE WEBSITE.**

#07) **Haller’s Barbwire Liniment Wooden Shipping Crate**: Wooden crate from Haller’s Celebrated Remedies of Blair, Nebraska. This crate was used to ship their Barbwire Liniment. Both end panels have the same burned in illustration of a horse driven into and caught up in a barbwire fence by a barking dog. This is the most detailed illustration I have ever seen on a shipping crate. One side panel is stenciled, “MEDICINE,” 21” x 15” x 11”. The crate is missing the lid, otherwise excellent.
#08) **Dr. Heard’s Veterinary Remedies Chart, 1893**: This hanging paper chart has 26 illustrations of horse anatomy and medicinal horse shoes. Dr. Heard was Professor of Veterinary Surgery at the New York College of Veterinary Surgeons for eleven years. The chart retains its original metal bands at the top and bottom as well as its hanging loop for display. The chart is 21”x 17” and is currently nicely framed to advantage. The chart does have some edge tear and wear, but overall it displays extremely well. This chart was purchased from the landmark, Dr. Gordon Layton, DVM auction a few years ago. Dr. Layton had lent it for display to several museums while under his care. Opening here at $50.

#09) **International Stock Food (ISF) Poster, #26, “The Largest 4 Year Old Horse in World”**: Large format lithograph illustrating “A WONDER OF THE HORSE WORLD” at 19 hands tall and weighing 2500 pounds. Beautiful, full color example at 21”x 28”. The colors are fantastic with extremely strong greens and sky blue. The poster does have some minor paper losses in the white border and old fold lines. There is some separation of the paper at some of these folds but the poster is shown framed and displays very well. The overall appearance could be enhanced if laid on linen where the fold lines would all but disappear. This is the first example of this ISF Giant Horse ever recorded in my Compendium. I do know of one other example currently in a private collection. Opening bid here is $300. The ISF Giant Cow poster sold last year for $1100.

#10) **Humphreys’ Veterinary Specifics Ruby Glass Sign**: Possibly unique—surely extremely rare this is a glass sign for Humphreys Veterinary Specifics from New York. The sign is composed of a layer of ruby colored glass over a layer of clear glass. The glass is early as there are bubbles in the glass denoting an early manufacture. C1900 is only a guess on my part. The ruby glass was cut away so that the lettering and the trademark Horse Head can be seen with the ruby glass becoming the background color. When you touch the glass letter edges, you can feel the rise in the layer of glass as you go over the ruby glass. Glass size is 17 ½”x 7 ½” and is in an old wooden frame with two old eyelets screwed into the top edge from which the sign originally hung. The consigners placed modern hanging equipment on the back edge. The wooden frame has no backing, so you see through the sign.

**Hang this in a window and when the sun comes through, the red color just POPS!** Perfect original condition. In a conversation with Terry McMurray, an expert on Drug Store Collectibles, about this sign, Terry mentioned that he had seen a couple of similar Humphreys’ ruby glass signs, BUT for the their Human remedies. He had never seen an example such as this for Humphreys’ Veterinary Specifics and neither had I. What a surprise when it was consigned. Humphreys’ did make a flat, glass top Veterinary Specifics display cabinet that had the horse head and lettering in BLUE glass. Two of those cabinets have been recorded over the years. Bill Morford sold one in 1993 for $3550 and I sold one in 1998 for $4800. No other examples of that cabinet have surfaced of which I am aware. I feel it is impossible to estimate a value, as there are no known similar veterinary signs from any company. I have seen a very few reverse-painted glass signs where the image is painted on the back of the glass and shows through the front. These have sold in the $1500-2500 range. Will this sign approach those numbers or exceed them, only your final bid will tell us a value. The consigner has not asked for a reserve, but I am starting it at $300 just get it going and not as an approximate value.

#11) **Dr. LeGear Tonic Prescription Sign**: Framed, cardboard sign from the Dr. LeGear Company of St. Louis. “Maximum Feeding Results”, “100% Drugs”. Use his concentrated formulas. This sign would have been on the wall outside a feed store or country store. It has impressive size at 33”x 17” and is framed and ready to hang. It does have some condition issues with one vertical crease and a general lightly toned color. Previously unrecorded and impressive hanging on the wall. Open at $50.

#12) **International Stock Food (ISF) Poster, #44**: Large format lithograph illustrating a large herd of steers that gained over 7 pounds a day eating ISF. Beautiful, full color example at 21”x 28”. Condition is excellent with only old fold lines, which are, for the most part lost in the detail of the illustration. There is one tiny, pinhead size paper loss where the folds in one place come together. This is so minor it is only mentioned for completeness. The only other example recorded sold for $325. The opening bid on this superior example is $100.

#13) **O.K. Stock Food Poster**: Fantastic color poster from the OK Stock Food Company of Chicago. The company was founded in 1892 and I would date this poster to c1900. This LARGE poster has an image size is 20”x 28” and is currently nicely framed and ready to hang. No additional expense would be involved to display this one. The color is crisp and bold and the poster has never been folded. If not for a tiny scuff just to the left of the “R” in reward, this would be mint condition. This scuff is hardly noticeable and no distraction to this posters overall beauty. This is the only example I have ever seen. I would estimate this poster at $1200-1500 and we start the bidding at $600. You will not be disappointed. This one speaks for itself.

#14) **Pratt’s White Diarrhea Remedy Hanging Store Sign**: This cardboard advertising sign has an original hanging hole at the top indicating it was hung up in a store from a ceiling fan or other fixture to attract attention. 10 ½”x 5 ½”. The bold chick in the center says, “GET IT FOR ME.” The overall colors are bold and bright. It does show wear at the corners with some minor scuffing and creases. It also has some tape support on the reverse above the hanging hole to support the upper edge. A very scarce Pratt’s advertising piece. It is a great size to display in any number of situations in your collection.
#15) **Pratts’ Animal Food Poster**: This is a heavy cardboard poster with an extremely complex barnyard scene featuring over twenty-five animals. The poster has a copyright date of 1904 from the Pratt Food Company of Philadelphia. The water trough from which the horses are drinking has a sign reading: PRATTS FOOD / PRATTS POULTRY FOOD. Overall size is quite large at 22”x 16 ½”. The colors are very bright and sharp and the shadows suggest a late afternoon feeding time in the yard. This poster has been cut down on all sides removing about a three inch border that would have advertised a Pratt’s product. As is, there is only edge wear that could be matted out quite easily. I sold another example of the poster in 2006 for $110, which had also been similarly cut down. I have never seen a fully intact example.

#16) **Pratt’s Breeds of Cattle, Sheep, and Hogs Lithographed Poster**: Beautiful, LARGE, color lithographed poster, dated 1906, produced by the Pratt Food Company of Philadelphia. The poster details the various breeds of cattle, sheep, and hogs with color illustrations. Seventeen breeds of sheep, thirteen breeds of hogs, and fourteen cattle breeds are represented on the poster. The Jersey Cow has the place of honor in the center of the poster. Surrounding the animal illustrations is a painted faux wooden frame. The condition of the poster is outstanding overall with no damage I can see. Really, you could consider it MINT. The image size is 28”x 20” and is very impressive to view first hand. It is currently framed and matted and ready to hang. This is an extremely scarce poster with highly desirable imagery. Only the second example ever offered. Open the bidding at $300.

#17) **Pulsifer’s Veterinary Medicine Wooden Display Cabinet**: This is a glass front, wooden cabinet with a curved pediment. The pediment has had the name, “PULSIFER’S VETERINARY MEDICINES” burned into the wood and the letters have been outlined in red paint. 27”x 18”x 6”. It has the original knob and locking device. The back panel is probably replaced. I have sold four other examples of similar cabinets from Pulsifer’s and all have been of different sizes with different pediments. It is clear that Pulsifer’s did not have a “STANDARD” cabinet but used several sources. Another trait of these cabinets is a thin and weak pediment. Two the previous examples sold had the pediment knocked off or broken and repaired. That is the case with this example also. The pediment wood is only ¼” thick and at some point the pediment was broken off at the base. It was reattached with glue and the addition of three wood blocks along the reverse to firmly re-attach it to the top of the cabinet. It is on there solidly now. Pulsifer’s was from Boston and as a competitor of Dr. Daniels’ apparently did not last long as a producer of veterinary medicines. I have only recorded nine of their medicines in over 20 years. Please feel free to ask any additional questions about this rare cabinet. Opening at $500.

Paper Ephemera

Photographs, Letterhead, Receipts, Envelops, Flyers, Etc

#18) **Vintage Photograph, Dr. D. L. Clark, Veterinary Dentist**: Early albumin photograph c1890 mounted on an original heavy cardboard backing. The image shows three men (all with cigars), two dogs in the sleigh, and a horse outside Dr. Clark’s office. His sign, identifying the office is above the window on the left. Dr. Clark is not identified but based on his top hat, huge fuzzy hand warmers and his position, I would guess that the gentleman in the center was Dr. Clark, Veterinary Dentist. The image size is 6 ¾”x 4 ½”. Cardboard mount has some minor edge stains, but the image is crisp and clear. Open at $25.

#19) **Vintage Photograph, Dr. Herman Sass, Veterinary Surgeon and Dentist**: Early albumin photograph c1910 mounted on an original heavy cardboard backing. Image size is 8 ½”x 6 ½”. Fantastic image of the outside of Dr. Sass’s Horse and Dog Hospital on Smith Street in Toledo, Ohio. On left: Dr. and Mrs. Sass and their dog are sitting in the early automobile. Center: employee driving the old buggy Dr. Sass used before his car came along. Right: Horse ambulance painted white with advertising for Dr. Sass, Veterinarian painted on the side. Crisp and clear image used to show the prosperity of Dr. Sass. Research from a 1974 Toledo, Ohio obituary of Dr. Richard Sass states that he was the third generation of veterinarians in the Sass family. Richard followed his father Dr. Clarence Sass and his grandfather Dr. Herman Sass, who is the vet in this photo. All of the Drs. Sass generations practiced in Toledo, Ohio. I have seen images with this detail sell for several hundred dollars. Open at $75 and see how you value veterinary history imagery.

#20) **Glover’s Imperial Dog Medicine Letterhead**: Letterhead from the Dr. H. Clay Glover Company of New York dated 1926. The company’s West 24th Street address has been blocked out and the new Fifth Avenue address added. Multi-colored illustration at the top is of two hunters and their bird dogs in the field. The letter is the company’s response to a inquiry about a sick dog and its treatment. Typed signature of Dr. Glover, V. S. who was deceased by this time. Excellent condition.

#21) **International Stock Food Letterhead**: Extremely colorful letterhead with seven of their veterinary remedies illustrated also with the classic logo in the upper left corner. This logo is also ISF poster #1 if you ever come across it. This is the second page of a three page letter. Excellent condition.
#22) **International Stock Food Envelope:** This example c1900, showing a box of Stock Food is much less common than examples with a bucket of Stock Food. Printing above box states: “CURES OR PREVENTS DISEASE...” The reverse has color illustrations of Worm Powder, Poultry Food, and Honey Tar Foot Ointment as well as the ISF factory. Color over all is extremely strong and bold. Envelope was opened on the right side with minor damage as you can see. This is the first example we have ever offered.

#23) **Veterinary Advertising Envelopes, Lot of Four (4):** Lot contains return style envelopes from the International Stock Food Company and the Wilbur Stock Food Company along with a postal mailed envelope, dated 1913, from Dr. Hess & Clark of Ashland, Ohio, and a additional mailed example from the Wilbur Company dated 1910. All are in excellent condition. Lot of four (4).

**Trade Cards and Post Cards**

#24) **Dr. LeGear, the Giant Horse Trade Card:** Elongated card with the history of the giant horse on the right end. The reverse has a list of all the Dr. LeGear Veterinary Remedies that the company produced. Unusual to find this image in a trade card and not a post card.

#25) **Dr. Haas’ Hog Remedy Trade Card:** Dr. Haas sold his Hog and Poultry remedies from Indianapolis, Indiana. This trade card, c1890 shows the Hog teacher and the class of piglets. Caption reads: ‘Teacher-“What is the greatest invention of the age?” Scholars-“Haas’ Remedy.”’ The dunce in the corner must have gotten the wrong answer.

#26) **Veterinary Post Card, Lot of Three (3):** Three post cards c1910 are included in this lot. One shows the Rawleigh’s Stock Dip factory and two are of Dr. LeGear, the Giant Horse. Very good condition with some minor corner bumps. Lot of three.

**Booklets and Catalogs**

#27) **Fleck’s Money Making Reminders Memo Booklet:** Unused booklet with advertising for J. J. Fleck’s Stock and Poultry Preparations on the inside and outside of the cover. The interior pages are lined, unused pages for the farmer to make notes and calculations. 5 ½” x 2 ½”. Mint unused condition. First example I’ve seen, c1910.

#28) **International Stock Food’s Illustrated Stock Booklet:** Large promotional catalog from the ISF Company of Minneapolis. This 160 page booklet has tons of information about the company and its products with almost every page containing a live stock illustration. Many of the company’s posters are also illustrated inside. 9” x 6”. Slight tear at top spine and a few dog eared tipped pages. A classic veterinary patent medicine booklet.

#29) **Dr. Sloan’s “Treatise on the Horse”**: Booklet published in 1897, in Boston and contains 64 pages of horse disease treatment using Dr. Sloan’s Veterinary Medicines. 7” x 4 ½”. Cover has some VERY light foxing. The interior pages are as new and unused. Excellent.

**Patent Medicines**

#30) **20th Century Gypsy Horse Liniment:** Bottle with paper label from the 20th Century Medicine Company of Philadelphia. Label reads “SURE CURE” for various horse diseases including Soft Spavins, Wind Galls, and Ringbone. 8” x 2 ½” x 1 ½”. Excellent condition.

#31) **American Worm Powder:** Unopened box with contents from the American Stock Company of Tiffin, Ohio. “It invigorates the system and is guaranteed to expel all kinds of worms from animals.” 6 ½” x 4” x 2”. An illustration of pig and piglets is on the front panel, but the Worm Powder is listed for use in horses and cattle also. Very slight wear along the edges. Excellent shelf piece and only the second example recorded.

#32) **Avalon Farms Fly Bouncer Concentrate:** Unopened bottle with paper label and contents from Avalon Farms Guaranteed Veterinary Remedies. This bottle makes one gallon of fly spray to “give rest and relief, keep cows quite during milking time.” “Kills Chicken Mites.” 9” x 3 ¾”. Excellent condition.

#33) **Dr. Bell’s Veterinary Medical Wonder:** Bottle with paper label, paper insert and box from the Bell Wonder Medicine Company of Alexander Bay, New York. Used for colic, Fever, and Refusal to Eat. 4 ⅜” x 1 ½” x 1”. Box is missing top flaps. Bottle and label are excellent. Bottle has a screw top. “Dose by Drops / No Drenching.”

#34) **Calves Cordial:** Unopened box with contents from the O-H Company of Lyndon, Vermont. “IS FREE IF IT FAILS” Box is in MINT original condition. Clean and bright. 6” x 3 ½” x 2”. Used for Scours in cow and calves.

#35) **Capital Poultry Food:** Unopened box with contents from the Capital Stock Food Company of Helena, Montana. “IT PREVENTS AND CURES ALL DISEASES OF POULTRY AND IS SPECIALLY PREPARED AS AN EGG PRODUCER.” 6 ½” x 3 ½” x 2”. It is in excellent to near mint condition with a bright orange background. Very scarce Western patent medicine with only two
examples recorded. The first sold in 1997 for $180 and the last sold in 2007 and brought $250. Looks like one becomes available about every 10 years and this is your chance.

#36) **Dr. Carey’s HIT for the Horse / Oriental or Great Eastern Safe and Sure Liniment**: Unopened, embossed bottle with paper label, paper inserts and box. Bottle is embossed: HIT // ELMIRA, N.Y. Bottle label has the manufacturer as the HIT Medicine Company, Elmira, NY, **Farrier Department**. The box says, prepared by the Dr. Carey Medical Corporation of Elmira. Dr. Carey was a big self-promoter who moved around a lot in New York State. Photo illustration is of Dr. Carey rubbing the liniment on the leg of a horse, while he also holds up a bottle of HIT for the Horse. 9 ½” x 3” x 1 ½”. Label has a light water stain in the upper left corner and the box has some damp stain along the bottom edge. Labeled to CURE Spavin, Sweeny, and Ringbone along with other horse ailments of the leg. A huge and impressive example worthy of the finest collection.

#37) **Dr. Clayton’s Chorea Tablets for Dogs**: Complete original package with glass jar retaining original tablets, folded package insert, and box from Dr. G. W. Clayton of Chicago. The box and bottle label have his earlier logo with a St. Bernard dog. “Chorea” was a term associated with neurologic twitching or uncontrolled repetitive movement. It was also called “St. Vitus Dance” and is associated with dogs that have survived the respiratory effects of Canine Distemper, but went on to develop these neurologic symptoms. 4” x 1 ¾” x 1 ¼”. The bottle label has very minor, light staining on the right edge. The box has two torn off top flaps and some glue residue on the lower front panel where a price sticker has been removed. Only two previous examples with boxes have been recorded. This example displays very well overall and is from a desirable company.

#38) **Columbia Gall Cure**: Lithographed tin with original contents from the F. C. Sturtevant Company of Hartford, CT. “A GUARANTEED CURE FOR GALLED SHOULDERS…” 3” x 1 ¼”. Lid shows some light wear and some residue in a couple of places, mainly along the edge and side. Very good condition.

#39) **Columbian Balsam Pine Tar Healing Oil**: Unopened bottle with contents and complete wrap around label from the Columbian Stock Food Company of Detroit. 8” x 2 ½” x 1 ½”. “NATURES BEST HEALER.” Used for flesh wounds, Barb Wire cuts and all skin injuries. Label is detailed with several animal illustrations. The label is lightly toned from age and does have some minor paper losses at the back sides. This is the first and only example of any medicine from this company that I have recorded.

#40) **Corona Wool Fat Compound**: Lithographed tin with contents from the Corona Manufacturing Company of Ohio. Used for chapped and damaged udders and teats on dairy cows. 3” x 2 ½” x 2 ½”. Tin has some minor residue on the sides. There are many glass front display cabinets out there from which this product was sold.

#41) **Cupid Chaser for Dogs**: Screw top bottle with paper label, original contents, and box from Pierpont Products of Boston. This was used to keep male dogs away from female dogs in heat. 3 ½” x 1 ¼” x 1 ¼”. Top flap is torn but present. Image is of a Cupid Boston Terrier with wings and a bow and arrow. His arrow is illustrated with a significant downward curve. Could this have a double meaning? You be the judge and the bidder.

#42) **Dairy Association’s Horse Comfort**: Jar with wrap around paper label, application dauber, and box from the Dairy Association of Vermont, Lyndonville, VT. This was a “Healing Balm” for fresh wounds and Galls on horses. 4” x 2”. Label is very nice while the box has the top torn off as seen. Box is still a nice addition for this uncommon bottle.

#43) **Dairy Association’s Green Mountain Hoof Softener and Grower**: Lithographed tin with partial contents from the Dairy Association of Vermont, Lyndonville, VT. Advertising or directions are on all four sides of the tin. The lid has an illustration of a horse hoof. 2 ½” x 3” x 3”. Some minor wear and residue along the top edge. Scarce horse tin.

#44) **Dr. Daniels’ Horse Renovator**: Cardboard box containing one dozen small single dose boxes and several paper coupons for Dr. Daniels’ give-aways. 4” x 2 ½” x 2 ¼”. Box is dated 1906. Box is complete and original with only slight handling wear. An excellent example.

#45) **Dr. Daniels’ Veterinary Colic Drops for Horses and Cattle**: Sealed and unopened box with two medicine bottles and a glass doser. 4” x 3” x 1 ¼”. Package has some light staining near the top. Very hard to find original, sealed packages anymore.

#46) **Dr. Daniels’ Worm Powder for Horses and Colts**: Cardboard box containing one dozen small single dose boxes of medicine. 4” x 2 ½” x 2 ¼”. Early image of Dr. Daniels on the lid is captioned, “The Great Animal Live Saver.” Package has a newer paper price tag for 65 cents over the original 50 cent price. General handling wear, but no significant damage to report.

#47) **Dr. Daniels’ Liniment Oster Coccus**: Unopened, embossed bottle with full contents, paper label, paper inserts and box. Embossed: DR. A. C. DANIELS / LINIMENT / (OSTER COCUS OIL) / BOSTON, MASS. U.S.A. 6 ½” x 2 ½” x 1 ½”. This is the scarcer large, 50 cent package and is complete. Bottle is near mint condition. The box has torn side flaps at top and a little edge wear, but is complete and intact otherwise. A great example overall.
#48) Dr. Daniels’ Wonder Worker Lotion: Embossed bottle with paper label and partial box. Bottle is embossed: DR. A. C. DANIELS / WONDER WORKER LOTION / BOSTON, MASS. U.S.A. 6 ½”x 2 ¼”x 1 ½”. Label has outstanding color and extends to three sides of the bottle. It is in excellent condition. The box has significant top damage but is still intact and displays ok. The bottle label is the star here as the color just pops.

#49) Duval & Norton’s Celebrated Horse, Cattle and Poultry Tonic: Bottle with dried contents, paper label and box from the Duval & Norton Medicine Company of Richmond, Virginia. Contained 45% alcohol. The box is missing the bottom flaps while the bottle and label are excellent. Our last auction contained a Horse Tonic bottle from this company. This example has a different name adding Cattle and Poultry and is a larger size. 6 ¼”x 1 ¾”x ¾”. Rare Southern medicine.

#50) Eaton’s Distemper Remedy: Bottle with paper label and box from the Dr. R. D. Eaton Chemical Company of Minneapolis. 6 ¼”x 2 ½”x 1 ½”. This is labeled for use in all animals for Shipping Fever, Pink Eye, Distemper, and Catarhal Fever. The label is in mint, unused condition. The cork was loose, so I emptied the bottle prior to the auction to prevent spillage and staining of the label. The box has a crease at the top front that has been supported with archival tape from inside. This is the only example ever recorded, previously selling in 2009.

#51) Fleming’s Agtinoform for Lump Jaw in Cattle: Unopened bottle with original wax seal, paper label, partial contents (the rest has evaporated), and cardboard shipping container from Chicago. 4”x 1 ½”. Excellent condition with only some light toning on the edges of the bottle label. Very nice cow and cattle only medicine.

#52) Fleming’s Chemical Hornstop: Bottle with paper insert and box used for preventing the growth of horns on calves and goats. Box is essentially unused but the original price has been blacked out. 3 ¾”x 1 ¼”x 1 ¼”. The plastic bottle cap is broken and the powder remedy has adhered to the top.

#53) Fleming’s Fistoform for Fistula and Poll Evil in Cattle: Bottle with paper label, paper inserts, and original cardboard shipping canister from Chicago. 3 ¼”x 1 ¾”. Label is dated 1914 and is toned a light, even brown. The canister label is stained and a little chewed up, but it’s all there. Another Cow only medicine.

#54) Franklin Blood Stopper: Large, metal tin from the O. M. Franklin Company of Denver, Colorado. This tin contained Styptic Powder used to stop bleeding on livestock, especially from dehorning and tail docking. 7 ½”x 3”x 2”. Inactive ingredient listed is Odor .8%. Excellent condition.

#55) Fleming’s Tonic and Condition Powders for Horses: Unopened package containing original powder packets inside a metal tin which is covered with a thick paper wrapper. 5 ½”x 2 ½”x 1”. An Arsenic and Iron Compound. Excellent.

#56) Glover’s Imperial Liver Pills with Box for Dogs: Complete packaging of this desirable dog medicine includes a mint condition hinged lid tin, original contents, paper insert and box from the H. Clay Glover Company of New York. It almost impossible to find Glover Dog Medicine tins with boxes these days. 3 ¼”x 2”x ¾”. This was used for Torpid Liver, Biliousness, and Constipation in dogs. The box is excellent and the tin is mint. Only two previous examples with boxes have been recorded. One in 1997 brought $275 and one in 2011 brought $130. This one goes to the high bidder at whatever price.

#57) Glover’s Imperial Condition Pills for Dogs: This Glover tin was used for purifying the blood and reducing fever. This hinged lid tin has the company’s West 24th Street address and is one of the less common examples. Condition is very good, it is clean and bright but does have a couple of small dings in the paint.

#58) Glover’s Imperial Digestive Pills for Dogs: Snap lid tin with the company’s Fifth Avenue address. Excellent condition overall. 3 ¼”x 2”x ¾”. Used to promote healing of inflamed stomach and intestines.

#59) Glover’s Imperial Mange Medicine for Dogs and Horses: Amber, embossed bottle with complete paper label from the H. Clay Glover Company on Fifth Avenue in New York City. 7”x 2 ¼”x 1 ½”. Rare to find this bottle with any label, especially one so nice. Excellent example overall.

#60) Rex Hunters Dog Soap: Cardboard box with original wrapped soap bar from J. Hilger & Company of Binghamton, New York. 3 ¼”x 2 ¼”x 1”. Springer Spaniel on the front panel. Excellent.

#61) Hankinson’s “Alterine” Black Draught or Colic Drink: Wax sealed bottle with paper label and original contents from Hakinson’s Limited, Uttoxeter, England. An additional label on the reverse reads “Poison / for animal treatment only / each fluid drachm contains Chloroform and Morphine.” 6”x 2”x 1 ¼”. Used to treat horses, cows, lambs and pigs. Excellent, near mint condition.

#62) Dr. Haupt’s Colic Cure for Horses and Cattle: Bottle with paper label from Barron & Robins of Shamokin, PA. This was probably a drug store in Shamokin, which produced a line of Dr. Haupt’s veterinary remedies. 7 ½”x 2 ½”x 1 ¼”. Label is age toned an even brown and has some very minor edge nicks. First time offering of this early colic CURE.
#63) **Hill’s Humane Salve**: Lithographed tin with contents from the Humane Remedy Company of Des Moines, Iowa. This is the larger of the two sizes of Salve the company produced. 3” x 2 ¼”. Used for wounds Galls, and Barb Wire cuts. A couple of minor dents and paint scuffs do not really detract.

#64) **Heinrich’s Antiseptic Healing Powder**: Unopened lithographed metal canister with full contents from the Heinrich Chemical Company of Minneapolis. 7” x 3”. This company made a line of veterinary remedies and we have sold a few over the years. This powder was used to treat Barb Wire cuts, Collar Galls, Proud Flesh among other horse skin ailments. Very clean and bright. Displays very well. Excellent condition overall.

#65) **Hill’s Spavin Cure**: Heavy glass jar with paper label, original untouched contents and early metal lid from the Hill Remedy Company of Goshen, Indiana. 2” x 2 ¼”. This is the first example of any medicine from this company to be recorded and it is a CURE. “An efficient remedy for the removal of Spavins, Ringbones, Curbs…” Label going completely around jar and has just some very light marks along the top edge.

#66) **Dr. Hobson’s Spavin Remedy for Horses**: Unopened, embossed bottle with paper label, contents, and box from the Pfieffer Chemical Company of St. Louis. Embossed: PFIEFFER CHEMICAL CO / PHILADELPHIA / & ST. LOUIS. Box has top damage as seen and some old tape residue, but no old tape. Label is bright and clean and in excellent condition. This is very large bottle, 8 ½” x 2 ½” x 1 ½”, which is very impressive. The last example recorded was in 2006 for $150. This goes to the high bidder without reserve.

#67) **Holt’s Heave Cure**: Bottle with complete wrap around paper label and contents from Dr. F. F. Holt, V. S. of Philadelphia. 6 ¼” x 2 ¼” x 1 ½”. This is the first example ever recorded. We have a couple of other Dr. Holt bottles recorded but not this early Cure example. Yellow label light toned but no damage. Excellent and possibly unique.

#68) **Humphreys’ Homeopathic Veterinary A. A.**: Embossed horse head bottle with paper label for congestion of lungs, convulsions, and fever. Label has the early 52% alcohol designation. There is wear and paper loss to the side panels of the label. 3 ½” x 1 ¾” x 1”. The front panel displays very well.

#69) **Humphreys’ Homeopathic Veterinary Specific C. C.**: Unopened embossed bottle with original crimped metal seal over cork, paper label, booklet and box. The contents have evaporated. Used to treat Distemper, Gleet and Strangles. This is an example having both the word “Specific” in the title and “Cures” above the 52% alcohol designation. Bottle and box are in excellent condition. 3 ½” x 1 ¾” x 1”. I can find no recorded examples of a complete package with this label style.

#70) **Humphreys’ Homeopathic Veterinary D. D.**: Unopened bottle with contents, paper label, booklet and box. The cork has a wax seal around the edges. 3 ½” x 1 ¾” x 1”. This transition label has the 52% Alcohol blacked out and 15% printed above alcohol. I have seen a few of these blacked out labels and they are an interesting variation. I assume a set of these would be almost impossible to put together. Label is near mint and the box is very good with just a stain on the right edge.

#71) **Humphreys’ Homeopathic Veterinary I. I.**: Unopened bottle with paper label, contents, booklet and box. This was used for treating Eruptions, Grease, and Thrush. 3 ¼” x 1 ¾” x 1”. The bottle is excellent with the wax seal still in place. The box is missing all the top flaps. This label has the 15% alcohol markings, so you can see four different label variations in the four Humphreys bottles offered in this auction.

#72) **International Colic Medicine**: Drench style bottle with wrap around paper label and box from the International Stock Food Company of Minneapolis. 8” x 2 ¼”. The front panel of the box shows four illustrations of a horse in stages of Colic. The ingredients are listed in the top illustration and include Opium. “QUICK RELIEF MUST BE OBTAINED OR SURE DEATH WILL FOLLOW.” The bottle label has some edge wear and one small hole on the reverse. The box is missing the top flaps and has general wear on the sides and reverse. The front panel with the illustrations displays well.

#73) **International Silver Pine Healing Oil**: Embossed bottle with full contents and complete wrap around paper label from the International Stock Food Company (ISF) of Minneapolis. 8” x 2 ½” x 1 ½”. This is the middle of three sizes and scarce with this complete label. Used for all flesh wounds and Barb Wire cuts on livestock. Excellent condition.

#74) **KarBraK Veterinary Colic Relief**: Large, aqua bottle with paper label, partial contents and box from the KarBraK Chemical Company of Wellsboro, PA. “A most efficient remedy for all cases of Flatulent, Spasmodic, Gas or Kidney, and Acute Colic,” 8 ½” x 3 ¼” x 1 ¼”. Label is bright yellow and in excellent condition. Box has top damage as seen but displays well. This is only the second medicine we have recorded from this company. Now an additional interesting point, both the label and box indicate that the original contents contained Tincture of Opium and Tincture of Cannabis Indica. Collectors of medicines containing controlled substances would go crazy for this one.

#75) **Kendall’s Spavin Cure**: Amber, embossed bottle with paper label from the Dr. B. J. Kendall Company of Enosburg Falls, Vermont. 5 ¾” x 2”. This is an early cure bottle with a patent date on the label of 1876. This is the cure that sparked an empire in Northern Vermont and made Dr. Kendall one of the richest men in America, at the time. His factory still stands and is a National Historic Building. Label has some minor wear and toning.
#76) **Kendall’s Spavin Treatment for Horses**: Embossed, amber bottle with paper label, contents, paper inserts, and box from the Dr. B. J. Kendall Company of Enosburg Falls, Vermont. Cork still as the original paper seal over it. 5 ½”x 2”. Box is missing top flaps otherwise excellent. Bottle label is wrap around and has just minor edge wear. Very clean and bright overall.

#77) **Kendall’s Spavin Treatment for Human Flesh**: Here is the Human variation Spavin Remedy created by Dr. Kendall. It was always advertised as being in the red box. 6”x 1 ¾” x 1 ¼”. The bottle label has an over print with “FREE SAMPLE”. Box is missing top flaps and there is a large folded pamphlet inside the box.

#78) **Dr. Knoblaugh’s Fistula Remedy**: Unopened bottle with contents, paper label and box from the Geneseo, Illinois. This was used in horses to treat Fistula of the withers and Poll Evil. 3”x 1 ¼”. Bottle and label are near mint while the box is just missing some of the top flaps.

#79) **Lamprey Cough and Distemper Remedy for Horses**: Unopened cardboard box with contents from Lamprey products, Inc. of St. Paul, Minnesota. Lamprey Veterinary Remedies took over the Prussian Remedy Company in St. Paul and continued to sell their remedies under the new name. 5”x 3 ½”x 2”. “A COMPOUND FOR THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.” Box is slightly mushed at the left end but displays very well.

#80) **Lee’s Healing Oil and Gall Cure**: Unopened bottle with paper label and original contents from the George Lee Company of Omaha, Nebraska. 7 ½”x 2 ½”x 2”. Used for Barb Wire cuts, Galls, and wounds on animals. Label is lightly toned. This is the first example of the “CURE” that I have recorded. Bottle has an original paper seal over the cork. A very hefty bottle.

The next three lots are all Dr. LeGear FREE SAMPLES

#81) **Dr. LeGear’s Stock Powders, Free Sample**: Unopened cardboard box with colorful print on all four sides. Box is in excellent, near mint condition. 5”x 3”x 1 ½”. “MY OWN PRESCRIPTION.” So says, Dr. LeGear.

#82) **Dr. LeGear’s Antiseptic Healing Powder, Free Sample**: Unopened canister with paper label and contents. The image is of a man treating a horse for Barb-Wire cuts. The horse is bleeding profusely and blood is pooling on the ground. 2”x 1 ¼”. Most examples of this free sample are rusted out shells, but this one is in excellent condition. It does have some minor rust spots on the ends, but the label all around is excellent.

#83) **Dr. LeGear’s Lice Powder, Free Sample**: Unopened canister with blood red label all around. Dr. LeGear is powdering a chicken’s behind in the illustration. 2 ½”x 1 ¼”. Near mint condition. Examples of this free sample are scarce as this is only the third example ever offered.

#84) **Dr. LeGear’s Antiseptic Healing Oil-25 cent size**: Unopened bottle with paper label, contents and box from the Dr. L. D. LeGear Medicine Company of St. Louis. This is an early and less commonly found name for the company. 5 ½”x 1 ¾”x 1”. Box is missing the top flaps and is toned. Illustration is of a horse caught up in Barbwire and receiving treatment. Bottle label is complete but lightly toned. This small size package is pretty scarce.

#85) **Dr. LeGear’s Antiseptic Healing Oil-50 cent size**: Unopened, amber bottle with paper label, contents and box from the Dr. L. D. LeGear Medicine Company of St. Louis. This is the larger of the two sizes at 7”x 2 ¼”x 1 ¼”. Box is missing top flaps. Horse in the illustration is REALLY bleeding as blood is pooling on the ground. Paper label has some minor spotting.

#86) **Dr. LeGear’s Colic Remedy for Horses**: Cork bottle with paper label (contents have evaporated), paper insert, and box. Illustration shows a horse down and in pain as the farmer runs to help. One interesting note here is the original contents listed on both the box and bottle was Opium. Any medicines with listed narcotics are heavily cross collected. Box has one top flap torn off but present, otherwise it is excellent. Clean and bright. 7 ½”x 2 ¼”x 1 ¼”. Bottle label is lightly foxed along the top edge. Complete package, narcotic listed veterinary medicine.

#87) **Dr. LeGear’s Flea and Tick Powder, for Dogs**: Unopened canister with paper label and contents. 4”x 1 ¾”. Label is in excellent condition, bright and clean but it does have an original grease pencil price of 39 cents. This would fit very nicely on your Dr. LeGear metal dog medicine stand.

#88) **Dr. LeGear’s Heave & Distemper Remedy**: Unopened box with contents and colorful wrap around color label from the Dr. LeGear Company of St. Louis. This 1 ½ pound box is 8”x 4 ½”x 2 ½”. Labeled to treat Chronic Catarrh, Nasal Gleet, as well as Distemper. Label has some minor paper losses along the side edges, but the front panel is very bright and bold with strong colors. The red color is especially bold as this often fades from sunlight exposure. Only three previous examples have been recorded and all brought over $100. The last example I offered was in 2001 and it brought $180. $25 to start and go.

#89) **Dr. LeGear’s Spavin Remedy Blister**: Unopened jar with contents, paper label, folded insert and box. 2 ½”x 2”. Jar is excellent. Box is missing top flaps and has archival tape repairs to one panel. Used to treat Spavin Ringbone and boney tumors of the horse’s feet.
#90) **Dr. LeGear’s Stock Powders**: Early, unopened box with contents and a very colorful packaging. It is described as “a first class Condition Powder and Animal Regulator.” 7 ¾”x 4 ½”x 2 ½”. This early box has a strong graphic presence on the shelf. Condition issues exist as there is an old tape repair along one back seam and the bottom. The box looks solid and this could have been re-glued instead of taped. Still displays very well from the front. Early boxes are in demand.

#91) **Dr. LeGear’s Stock Powders-Mineralized**: Unopened box with contents and a very colorful packaging from the Dr. LeGear Company of St. Louis. “A TESTED STOCK TONIC.” 7”x 4 ½”x 2 ½”. This one is in near mint original condition.

#92) **Dr. LeGear’s Special Tablets, for Dogs**: Cardboard box with an interior oval canister containing the original dog medicine contents. 2 ¾”x 1 ¾”x 1”. Canister has an embossed metal lid and is in excellent condition. The box is also complete and displays quite well but does have a minor stain on the left side panel. Highly collectible dog medicines.

#93) **Lightning Horse, Cattle and Poultry Powders**: Unopened paper wrapped box from the Herb Medicine Company of Springfield, Ohio. 5 ½”x 3”x 2”. Very colorful wrapper with animal images on three sides and direction on the fourth. Excellent condition with only some very minor corner wear.

#94) **Lippincott’s One Night Roup Remedy**: Embossed, unopened bottle with paper label, contents, paper insert and box. Bottle embossed: LIPPINCOTT’S / ONE NIGHT ROUP REMEDY / M.F.G.D.M NEWARK, O. 5 ½”x 2”x 1”. Box has all top flaps torn off but is otherwise intact. Bottle and label are excellent.

#95) **McNess Healing Powder and Collar Ease**: Unopened lithographed metal canister with full contents from the Furst-McNess Company of Freeport, Illinois. 7”x 3”. This company made a line of veterinary remedies and also sold human products. This Powder was used to treat Barb Wire cuts, Collar Galls, Proud Flesh among other horse skin ailments. It does have some human uses on the side, but is primarily a veterinary powder. Very clean and bright. Displays extremely well. Excellent condition overall.

#96) **McNess Healing Powder and Foot Ease**: A later variation from the previous lot. Tin is designed more for human use but the veterinary directions are the first printed on the side and on the front. Call this a Beast or Man product. 7”x 3”. Very good condition.

#97) **Morris’ English Stable Liniment**: Amber bottle with partial contents, paper label and box from the Wells Medicine Company of Lafayette, Indiana. 4 ¾”x 1 ¾”. Box states that the company received a U. S. patent on this remedy in 1898. Box is missing top flaps but otherwise very nice. Bottle label has some minor edge dings. Only two previous examples have ever been recorded.

#98) **Newton’s Veterinary Compound**: Unopened canister with paper label and original contents from the Newton Horse Medicine Company of Detroit, Michigan. 7”x 3 ½”x 3 ½”. A general condition powder for horses. Paper label is in excellent condition and cover all four sides of the canister. The illustration of the skeletal horse is on three sides. This is the larger of the two sizes the company produced. Excellent, unused condition.

#99) **Noah’s Liniment**: Embossed bottle with paper label illustrating Noah and the ark with a procession of animals. Embossed: BEST PAIN REMEDY / NOAH’S LINIMENT / RICHMOND, VA. 5”x 2”x 1”. Label extends to three sides and has minor wear and toning. This is advertised as for Man and Beast. “FOR ALL CREATION” is printed at the top of the label. This is the first offering of this bottle for me. Terry McMurray has sold two examples with boxes for several hundred dollars each. This one goes to your high bid without reserve.

#100) **Dr. Norwood’s Veterinary Cough Mixture**: Aqua, embossed bottle with paper label and a partial box. Bottle is embossed: DR. J. N. NORWOOD // NAUGATUCK, CONN. 6 ¾”x 2 ¼”x 1 ¼”. Label has some light toning but displays very well. Dr. Norwood’s boxes for his bottled medicines were all two parts that separated about 1/3 from the top. This box is missing the upper section. It has been however, sixteen (16) years since I have been able to offer an example of this bottle with any box, partial or not. Norwood medicines are tough to find and this one is scarcer than most.

#101) **Old Dr. Charters’ Veterinary Liniment**: Very tall, aqua, bottle with paper label and partial contents from the Old Dr. Charters’ Medicine Company of Philadelphia. 9”x 2 ¾”x 1 ¼”. Label states, “THIS IS WHAT YOU NEED.” Label is toned and has edge chipping, but still a very impressive veterinary liniment bottle. This is the debut remedy from this company. No previous examples have ever been recorded. Unique?

#102) **Pierce’s Lady Hoover Poultry Tonic**: Box with full contents from the Pierce Poultry Company of Kirkwood, Missouri. Image on the front is of a hen inside an egg with the caption, “WORLD RECORD 652 EGGS IN TWO YEARS.” 5”x 3 ½”x 1 ½”. The box is missing the top flap and has some edge wear as seen. The contents are enclosed in an original paper bag within the box, so the contents are complete and original. This is the first example ever recorded from this company. Certainly rare and possibly unique.

#103) **Pedrick’s Correct Dose Worm Medicine #2 for Puppies**: Sealed and unopened cardboard box with original contents from Pedrick Labs in Tulsa, Oklahoma. 2 ½”x 1 ½”x ¾”. Excellent original condition. A few examples from this company surfaced in 2010 and were quickly sucked up into collections. This is the first example I have seen since and it comes from a private collection.
#104) **Pulvex Anti-Scratch Flea Powder for Dogs**: Unopened canister with contents from William Cooper & Nephew of Chicago. Excellent, as new condition. 4 ½”x 2 ½”.

#105) **Pulvex Analgesic Tablets for Dogs**: Box with original tablets and paper insert from William Cooper & Nephew of Chicago. Tablets contained Aspirin, Atropine, and Caffeine. 3”x 2”x 1”. Used to reduce fever and aches. Box has some general handling wear but no damage.

#106) **Pulvex Flea Soap for Dogs**: Box with original, wrapped soap bar from William Cooper & Nephew of Chicago. Excellent overall condition. Destroys fleas, cleans pet and removes doggy odor. 3”x 2”x 1”.

#107) **Pulvex Flea Soap for Dogs**: Later example than the previous lot with original, wrapped soap bar from William Cooper & Nephew of Chicago. Excellent overall condition. Happy little Bichon on the front.

#108) **Pulvex Flea, Tick, and Fungus Powder**: Unopened canister with contents from William Cooper & Nephew of Chicago. “Stops Itching and Scratching due to Fungus and Insect bites.” 5 ½”x 2 ½”. Excellent, as new condition. First example offered.

#109) **Pulvex Kills Fleas**: Canister with a different variation of a Flea Powder. 4 ½”x 2 ½”. No contents. Very good condition.

#110) **Ramon’s Genuine Nerve & Bone Oil for Man & Beast**: Embossed bottle with paper label and contents. Embossed: RAMON’S / NERVE & BONE OIL / BROWN MFG CO., PROPRIETORS // GREENVILLE, TENN // BALTIMORE, MD. An early bottle with applied neck featuring a lot of whittle lines. 6”x 2”x 1”. Near mint original condition.

#111) **Rawleigh’s Healing Powder**: One pound tin with contents from the Rawleigh Company of Freeport, Illinois. This is listed and for man or beast and especially for preventing proud flesh in animals. 6”x 3”x 2 ½”. Tin is dated 1916. Excellent

#112) **Rinehart’s Condition Powders**: Unopened cardboard box with contents from the Rinehart Medicine Company of Troy, Ohio. Very early packaging c1890 and the first example from this company I have ever seen. 5”x 3”x 1 ½”. “IT WILL BE FOUND EFFICIENT IN THE CURE OF DISTEMPER, BOTS, COLIC, LUNG FEVER…” Box is dirty from 100 years of dust but complete and legible on all sides. Live stock images are on the reverse.

#113) **Dr. David Roberts Cow Rx No. 47**: Unopened canister with a paper label and original contents from Waukesha, WI. Used as an “Appetizer” in cows. 4 ¾”x 3 ¼”. Very slight label wear along the bottom edge. Overall very clean.

#114) **Dr. David Roberts Udder Balm**: Lithographed tin with contents from this Waukesha, Wisconsin company. Excellent condition as it is clean and bright and still has original shine. 3”x 3”.

#115) **Dr. David Roberts Worm Powder**: Lithographed tin can with an early image of Dr. Roberts. Used for round worms in live stock. 4 ¾”x 3 ½”. Excellent condition with only minor wear and scuffs. Displays exceeding well.

#116) **S. & G. Condition Powders**: Unopened canister with paper label and contents from the Scott & Gilbert Company of San Francisco. 5 ½”x 2 ½”. “Reliable Tonic and Alterative for Domestic Animals of all kinds.” Excellent original condition.

#117) **Security Antiseptic Healer**: Unopened, embossed bottle with three sided paper label and original contents from the Security Remedy Company of Minneapolis. 7 ½”x 2 ¼”x 1 ¼”. Cork is still covered with most of the original wax seal. “STOPS THE FLOW OF BLOOD IMMEDIATELY.” Label has the 1906 Drug Act disclaimer. Label is a little dirty and has some minor edge wear along the top.

#118) **Security Distemper, Epizootic, Chronic Cough and Pink Eye Remedy for Domestic Animals**: Unopened bottle with three sided paper label and original contents from the Security Stock Food Company of Minneapolis. “WILL CURE THE WORST COUGH, CHILL OF FEVER…” 6 ¾”x 2”x 1 ¼”. This is the earlier company name. They later changed the name to the Security Remedy Company. Label has some very light foxing, but overall excellent.

#119) **Security Rheumatic Liniment**: Embossed bottle with paper label and partial contents. Embossed: SECURITY REMEDY CO. / MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. Label extends to three sides. 7 ½”x 2 ¼”x 1 ¼”. “THE KING OF PAIN.” Label has the 1906 Drug Act disclaimer. Very good condition.

#120) **Security Gall Salve**: Lithographed tin with contents from the Security Remedy Company of Minneapolis. 2 ¾”x 1”. Used to treat harness and saddle Galls on horses and mules. Excellent condition with only minor handling wear.

#121) **Sergeant’s Cat Flea Powder**: Canister with powder “Especially Designed for Cats.” Partial contents. 4 ½”x 2”. Label has the Cat Magazine seal of approval on the side. Excellent condition.
#122) Sergeant’s Flea Insurance Kit for Dogs: Cardboard box that was sold as an all in one flea killing kit. It has an original unused Skip Flea Soap bar in the box and an unopened canister of Skip Flea Powder and a paper insert. It is missing what is described as a sample can of Pine Oil disinfectant. The front panel has a circle cut out so the Pointer on the box of soap shows through. 4 ½” x 4 ½” x 2”. Very cool little pack that I have never seen before. “FOR YOUR DOG’S COMFORT.”

#123) Sergeant’s Diarrhoea Medicine for Dogs: Box with original contents and paper insert from the Polk Miller Drug Company of Richmond, Virginia. This early box c1920 has the profile image of the Pointer dog on the front panel. 3” x 2” x 1”. There is an original sticker on the edge, from the Howard Apothecary, from which this medicine originally sold. No real damage, just a bit of handling wear. Title has the older spelling of Diarrhea. Really nice and scarce dog medicine.

#124) Sergeant’s Arsenic and Iron Pills for Dogs: This is the first of a run of Seven (7) different dog medicines, all with similar packaging and all dated c1935. All are in very good to excellent condition. All are 2” x 3” x ¼” and have the original contents from the Polk Miller Product Company of Richmond, Virginia.

#125) Sergeant’s Diuretic Pills for Dogs: This is the second of a run of Seven (7) different dog medicines, all with similar packaging and all dated c1935. All are in very good to excellent condition. All are 2” x 3” x ¼” and have the original contents from the Polk Miller Product Company of Richmond, Virginia.

#126) Sergeant’s Intestinal Astringent for Dogs: This is the third of a run of Seven (7) different dog medicines, all with similar packaging and all dated c1935. All are in very good to excellent condition. All are 2” x 3” x ¼” and have the original contents from the Polk Miller Product Company of Richmond, Virginia.

#127) Sergeant’s Nerve Sedative Medicine for Dogs: This is the fourth of a run of Seven (7) different dog medicines, all with similar packaging and all dated c1935. All are in very good to excellent condition. All are 2” x 3” x ¼” and have the original contents from the Polk Miller Product Company of Richmond, Virginia.

#128) Sergeant’s Pepsin and Aromatic Tablets for Dogs: This is the fifth of a run of Seven (7) different dog medicines, all with similar packaging and all dated c1935. All are in very good to excellent condition. All are 2” x 3” x ¼” and have the original contents from the Polk Miller Product Company of Richmond, Virginia.

#129) Sergeant’s Puppy Capsules for Dogs: This is the sixth of a run of Seven (7) different dog medicines, all with similar packaging and all dated c1935. All are in very good to excellent condition. All are 2” x 3” x ¼” and have the original contents from the Polk Miller Product Company of Richmond, Virginia.

#130) Sergeant’s Special Medicine for Dogs: This is the seventh and last of a run of Seven (7) different dog medicines, all with similar packaging and all dated c1935. All are in very good to excellent condition. All are 2” x 3” x ¼” and have the original contents from the Polk Miller Product Company of Richmond, Virginia.

#131) Sergeant’s Skip-Tick Powder for Dogs: Unopened canister with original contents. 5” x 3”. Kills ticks on dogs. Condition is excellent with just very slight wear on the top edge. This is the first example of this tick powder recorded.

#132) Sergeant’s Tick Killer for Dogs: Unopened canister with original contents. 5” x 3”. Kills American Dog Tick and the Brown Dog Tick. Condition is near mint. Package dated 1947. This is the first example of this Tick Killer recorded.

#133) Spratt’s Flea and Insect Powder—Large Size: Lithographed tin with a shaker style top from Spratt’s Patent limited of Newark, New Jersey. This is the larger and less common size. 6 ¼” x 2” x 1 ¼”. Great illustration of a St. Bernard on the front panel. Some light wear, but very good to excellent overall.

#134) Spratt’s Worm Capsules for Dogs: Unopened canister with paper label, contents and cardboard box from Spratt’s Patent limited of Newark, New Jersey. 2” x 2” x 2 ¼”. Box is a little dirty. The label on the canister is foxed, as you can see. Spratt’s Dog Medicines in these boxes are pretty scarce, in any condition and this one is very presentable.

#135) Spohn’s Antiseptic Udder-Aid, Free Sample: Very scarce FREE SAMPLE tin from the Spohn’s Medicine Company of Goshen, Indiana. 1 ½” x ¾”. The side and bottom are rusty, but the top displays pretty well. This is the first example of this free sample tin that I have recorded or offered.

#136) Standard Fly Blister: Lithographed tin with contents from Our Husbands MFG. Company of Lyndon, Vermont. This company produced mostly dairy related veterinary medicines but also produced Carter’s Condition Powders for horses, Standard Worm Balls, and this Blister used on the leg of horses. Directions for use are on the reverse. 2 ¼” x 1”. Very good to excellent condition.

#137) Starless Antiseptic Veterinary Powder: Unopened cardboard canister with contents form the Starless Company of Winterset, Iowa. 4 ½” x 2”. Strong colors on this canister with an illustration of a four horse team in harness. Used for saddle and collar Galls. Excellent condition.
#138) **Superior Condition Powders**: Cardboard box with a paper label and partial contents from Bullard & Shed Company, Keene, NH. They were druggists who sold patent medicines. “Prepared as directed by the best veterinary authorities.” The box has a slide off top as you can see. 5”x 3”x 3”. Very good condition overall. No other veterinary medicines from this company of druggists have been recorded. This is the first and only example of these Powders I have seen.

#139) **Tuttle’s American Worm Powder**: Unopened cardboard box with contents from the Tuttle Elixer Company of Boston. Overall size is 6 ¾”x 2 ¼”x 2”. This is the only example I have ever seen. Unfortunately it has an overall light stain which dilutes the original yellow color to a much more muted tan. Otherwise, box has no damage.

#140) **Tuttle’s Elexer**: Unopened bottle, with contents, still wrapped in the original paper packaging from the Tuttle Elixer Company of Boston. 6 ½”x 2”. The outer wrapper was sealed with wax and the wax has become unglued but the package appears to have never been opened. Described as “SPECIAL VETERINARY LINIMENT.” Excellent.

#141) **Dr. Weare’s Poultry Powder**: Unopened box with original contents from George Mulliner & Co. Fairport, New York. They are listed as the successors to Dr. D. G. Weare. (Dr. Weare’s history was documented in a VCR article several years ago.) 7”x 3 ½”x 2 ½”. This is an early box with the slogan, “A SURE CURE FOR CHOLERA, GAPES, ROUP AND ALL POULTRY DISEASES.” This is the first example I have offered, but Terry McMurray has sold a couple of examples over the years. The last brought $210 in 2013. The top panel is missing about half of the paper, but this does not affect the front panel, which displays as excellent. Great early box with a super look. Don’t miss this one.

#142) **Van Dyck’s Big V Gall Cure**: Lithographed tin from the Van Dyck Company of Adams, Mass. 2 ½”x 1”. “A NEVER FAILING REMEDY.” Early, pre-1096 Gall cure tin.

#143) **Professor Vink’s Health Restorative Powders for Horses and Cattle**: Unopened canister with paper label and contents from the Interprovincial Stock Food Company of Quebec, Canada. 5”x 3”. An “energetic tonic” for most livestock ailments. Label is colorful and bright.

**Instruments**

#144) **Dr. LeGear’s Medicine Drench Bit for Horses**: Embossed, cast metal funnel (drench) is attached to a metal horse bit. You would pour your liquid medicine into the funnel, which leads to the horizontal bottom of the bit which has a hole from which the medicine drains down the horse’s throat. The cast metal is embossed: DR. LEGEAR’S / STOCK REMEDIES / ST. LOUIS MO. 7 ½”x 9”. Bit does show some typical use wear and looks to have been painted black at some point. These bits consistently sell in the $100-200 range. Open this at $50.

#145) **Eli Lilly Empty Veterinary Capsules**: Cardboard box with a full compliment of ten empty gelatin capsules designed to make your own medicines in a capsule form. 5”x 2”x 3”. Excellent condition.

#146) **Dr. Hess & Clark PELGUN**: Pill or pellet administration tool that is mint, unused and with original box. The Pelgun consists of a hard rubber tube 7 ½” long with a wooden cap and a wooden plunger. Place your meds in the tube, insert in animals mouth and mash the plunger to administer the medicine. Easy peeezy. Mint, unused. Box has some shelf wear.

#147) **Dr. Miller Pig Snouter**: Very heavy, embossed metal scissor like tool with triangular cutting attachment and a wooden cutting board area. Embossed: DR. MILLER ANIMAL MARKER & PIG SNOUTER // DECKER MFG. CO. PAT’D NC1. 11” long.

#148) **Dr. Rinehart’s Handy Hog Holder**: Metal tool that is embossed: DR. RINEHART HANDY HOG HOLDER / PAT NOV. 28, 1931 / GALESBURG, ILL. 21”x 5”. Tool shows farm use and general oxidation.

**Group Lots**

**Small Animal**

#149) **Glover’s Dog Medicine Tins, Lot of Three (3)**: Three different dog medicines from the H. Clay Glover Company of New York are included in this lot. Condition ranges from excellent to good. You get Liver Pills, Compound Sulphur Tablets, and Condition Pills. An instant collection of dog medicines for your high bid.

#150) **Dog Flea Soaps, Lot of Three (3)**: Lot contains, one Glover and two Sergeant’s soaps. All have the bar but are partially used. Condition varies from excellent to poor. Lot of three (3).
#151) **Glover’s Imperial Distemper Remedy, Lot of Three (3):** Three different colored, embossed bottles. The amber bottle is original from the H. Clay Glover Company of New York. The Yellow and Blue-Green bottle are reproductions made in Italy in the 1960’s. Some how, the original bottle mold ended up in Italy and bottles in several different colors were produced. They were imported into America (labeled as made in Italy) and then sold to Florist shops for decorative purposes. Now days you see them on Ebay being sold as old and original. They do sometimes bring a lot of money in this way. ALL ORIGINAL, EMBOSSED GLOVER BOTTLES, OF ANY MEDICINE, ONLY CAME IN AMBER GLASS.

#152) **Dog Medicine Lot of Four (4):** From the Cenol Company of Chicago we have their Flea Soap (excellent) and Worm Capsules (partial contents). We have a later Pulvex Flea Soap (used bar) and last we have paper packet of Rex Hunter Dog Powders. Lot of four for your high bid.

#153) **Sergeant’s Dog Medicines, Lot of Four (4):** All four products are from the Polk Miller Product Company of Richmond. All have the original contents and condition varies from mint unused to good. Arsenic and Iron Pills, Tonic Pills, Skip-Flea Soap, and Skip-Tick Powder.

#154) **Sergeant’s Flea and Tick Powder, Lot of Two (2):** Two unopened canisters with contents. One is four ounces and the other is two ounces. Both are in excellent unused condition.

## Group Lots

### Large Animal

#155) **Dr. Hess Lot of Four (4):** Scientific Compound (free sample), Instant Louse Killer (2 and both opened at top), and Hess Stock Spray with partial contents. Lot of Four.

#156) **Dr. Hess Canisters, Lot of Seven (7):** All canisters are unopened and have original contents. All have paper labels and are in excellent to very good condition. Chick Tablets, Poultry Tablets, Nicotine tablets, Roup Remedy, Poultry worm Powder, Medicated Powder, and Coxitrol. Lot of seven (7)

#157) **Humphreys Veterinary Remedies, Lot of Three (3):** Three different medicine with screw top bottles and original boxes are included in this lot. C.C for Nasal Catarrh, F.F. for Flatulent Colic, and H.H. for increasing the flow of urine. All are in very good to excellent condition. Lot of three (3).

#158) **Large Animal Lot of Three (3):** All three are unopened with original contents. Dr. Hess Powdered Louse Killer Canister, BeeDec for Poultry and Stock canister with slight stain on bottom edge, and Bickmore Gall Salve in the large tin with light stain along the side.

#159) **Lee’s Gizzard Capsules for Poultry, Lot of Three (3):** All canisters are unopened with contents and are in near mint condition. 4 ¼”x 2 ½”.

#160) **Dr. LeGear Lot of Five (5) with one Fleming’s Thrown in:** You get Dr. LeGear’s Poultry Inhalant, Sarcoptic Mange Medicine, Antiseptic Oil (2), Calf Dehorner, and Fleming’s Actinoform bottle. Condition varies from near mint to very used.

#161) **Dr. LeGear Lot of Four (4):** Cow Prescription, Wormafloc, Stock Powders, and Lice Killer. The cow RX has a cut in the back and is in plastic. The Lice Killer is opened at top and still has some contents. Lot of four.

#162) **Mixed Lot of Six (6):** Dr. Cox’s Liniment with box (stain), Fleming’s Medicine No. 2 for Lump Jaw (very good), Fleming’s Lump Jaw Remedy with screw top bottle (excellent), Frazier Distemper Remedy embossed bottle (slight rim chip), Gombault’s Caustic Balsam with screw top (stain), Glover’s Mange Remedy embossed bottle (excellent), and just the box for Anti-Hog Cholera Serum (excellent).

#163) **Tins and Canisters, Lot of Seven (7):** Condition of these tins varies from Very good to poor. Most have original contents. You are bidding on this lot of 7. Dr. Roberts Soothing Oil, Dr. Daniels Hoof Grower (2), Cinch Horse Wormer, Fiebing’s Neatsfoot Oil, Corona Wool Fat Compound, and Blue Ribbon Neatsfoot Compound.

#164) **Veterinary Bottles for Horse Treatment, Lot of Five (5):** All bottle have screw top closures. Four have boxes and four have original contents. Condition varies for excellent to poor. Dr. Cox’s Barb Wire Liniment, Dr. LeGear’s Flatulant Colic Medicine, Spohn’s Compound, Rawleigh’s Liniment, and Absorbine Veterinary Liniment.

#165) **Veterinary Bottles for Livestock, Lot of Seven (7) and one Empty Box:** All bottle have screw top closures. Six have boxes and five have original contents. The Kendall’s is box only. Condition varies for excellent to poor. Dr. Cox’s Barb Wire Liniment,
Dr. LeGear’s Flatulant Colic Medicine, Dr. LeGear’s Antiseptic Healing Oil, Spohn’s Compound, Gombault’s Caustic Balsam, Dr. Naylor’s BLU-KOTE, Healthy Hoof Lacquer, and Kendall’s box.

Bidding Ends Saturday September 12, 2015
Call backs start at 9 P. M. Saturday night and run until 11 P. M.
Call backs will resume, if necessary, Sunday September 13th ASAP.
10% Buyers Premium on all successful bids
   Phone #1:  770-361-7255
   Phone #2:  404-660-7001
Website:  www.veterinarycollectibles.com for additional photos
All Photos © Vicki M. Smith 2015

Notes